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Abstract 

The performance of the electrical subsystem for a 10-kilowatt 
1200-hertz Brayton-cycle power system was experimentally deter- 

' mined. The electrical subsystem under test included the alternator 
and prototype electronic controls consisting of the voltage regulator 
and speed control. Both steady-state and transient tests  were run 
under various system-loading conditions. A summary of the test re- 
sults i s  presented. In addition, performance criteria and system- 
interface problems a r e  described. 

Introduction 

The performance of a voltage regulator and a parasitic speed 
control on a t,urbine-driven alternator was determined experimentally. 
Line voltage and electrical frequency were measured for changes in  
useful load. Results of the testing a r e  presented for steady-state and 
transient conditions. 

The testing was performed a s  part of the development program 
on the 1200 hertz Brayton-cycle space power system (Ref. I). The 
alternator in the Brayton system is located on a shaft in common with 
a turbine and a compressor which operate at  36,000 rpm on gas bear- 
ings. For the developmental testing, a s  reported here, a magnetic 
equivalent of the alternator which operated on ball bearings was used. 
This alternator was driven by an a i r  turbine. The electrical control 
package, which basically consists of a voltage regulator and a para- 
sitic speed control, was fabricated to be capable of operating in a 
vacuum, however, the testing was performed in air. 

Speed control i s  accomplished by maintaining the input-output 
power balance of the system. In order  to maintain an essentially 
constant alternator load, the speed controller adjusts the parasitic 
load a s  the useful vehicle load i s  vaiied. Speed controllers of this 
type a r e  also used in the SNAP-8 (Ref. 2) and 400 hertz Brayton 
cycle (Ref. 3) space power systems. The performance characteris- 
tics of the individual electrical components, the alternator, the 
breadboard voltage regulator and speed controller, have been pre- 
viously reported (Refs. 4, 5). The total test time for al l  electrical 
components of this design has exceeded 2000 hours. 

The discussion of system performance a s  included herein pre- 
sents those characteristics of concern to the potential user  of space 
power generating systems. Therefore the steady-state and transient 
effects on frequency and load voltage a r e  presented for various load- 
ing conditions. Further detailed information on the performance of 
the specific components is being analyzed. 

'Pest System 

A block diagram of the system being tested i s  illustrated in Fig. 
1. The components comprising the test  rig a r e  the 1200 hertz alter- 
nator operating a t  36,000 rpm and the electrical control package 
(ECP) which basically consists of a voltage regulator, and a parasitic- 
loading speed controller. The alternator was driven by a commercial 
a i r  turbine in which the turbine-alternator assembly had an inertia of 
0. 039 in-lb-sec2 (4. 5x10-~ kg-m3. The inertia of the turbine- 
alternator assembly in the test r ig  has to be considered since i t  did 
not match that of the prototype being simulated. The prototype i s  the 
Brayton rotating unit (BRU) a s  used in the Brayton engine (Ref. 1). 
The inertia of the BRU i s  0.058 in-lb-sec2 (6. 7 x 1 0 ~ ~  kg-mq. 

An analysis was made to investigate the effect of different rota- 
tional inertias on the stability of the system. The result i s  that for 
increasing inertia the response of the frequency becomes slower and 
more stable. The higher inertia of the BRU would make the Brayton 
system more stable than the test rig. Therefore, if the test rig i s  
stable for the same speed control settings, stable operation of the 
Brayton system will be obtained. The results of this test program 
did show that the test  r ig  was stable. These electrical control func- 

tions utilize all static components and a r e  designed to operate in a 
vacuum environment. The control package i s  cooled by attachment 
to a liquid-cooled cold plate. 

A photograph of the test 'ig i s  shown in Fig. 2. The alternator , 
i s  shown at  the upper right. Connections for the coolant, bearing 
lubrication and electric power a r e  visible. The electrical control 
package (ECP) i s  shown in the foreground together with the liquid- 
cooled cold plate. The parasitic and vehicle load banks a r e  not in- 
cluded in this photograph. The useful (vehicle) load rating of the 
system i s  10 kU7, 0. 85 P F  lagging. 

The system performance goals a r e  summarized in table I. 

Alternator 

In Fig. 3, a photograph of the alternator including a schematic 
cross-sectional view i s  shown. The photograph illustrates the vari- 
ous connections for coolant, cavity pressurization, bearing lubrica- 
tion, and electrical power. The alternator a s  indicated by the cross- 
sectional view i s  a modified-Lundell (Rice) design (Refs. 5, 6). The 
alternator i s  a solid-rotor, 4-pole machine designed to produce 
10.7 kW at  0. 75 power factor with a coolant temperature at  70' F. 
The advantages of this machine a r e  the smooth rotor which mini- 
mizes the windage loss and the short armature coils when compared 
to the homopolar inductor alternator a s  used in the previous systems. 
Additional features of this machine a r e  (1) the use of two fields, 
where one field i s  excited in proportion to line current and the other 
field i s  excited a s  needed to maintain a constant line voltage; (2) the 
use of dual heat exchangers to provide redundant cooling paths; and 
(3) the use of multi-circuit paralleled armature windings to mini- 
mize the forces produced by magnetic unbalances. The weight of the 
alternator i s  51 pounds of which the rotor weight i s  12 pounds. 

Electrical Control Package 

In Fig. 4, a photograph of the electrical control package (ECP) 
including block diagrams of the voltage regulator and speed controller 

quirements placed special emphasis on minimizing the power losses 
within the speed controller. The power loss in each channel a t  mini- 
mum parasitic power output i s  estimated at  21 watts. 

In Fig. 4(c), the shunt field regulator block diagram i s  shown. 
The regulator operates in a switching mode in which the frequency of 
operation i s  synchronized with the alternator line frequency (Refs. 4 
and 5). The shunt field regulator includes a current limiting function 
a s  required during system startup and during sustained overloads. 
The free-wheeling diode, DL, converts the pulse-width-modulated 
field voltage to an unidirectional current a s  required for  alternator 



cscitation. The regulator senses the average value of the peali line 
voltage. As a result, the value of crest  factor for the line voltage 
has a significant effect on system voltage regulation. In a system 
having very little line voltage distortion, the effect in voltage regula- 
tion i s  negligible. However, if the distortion increases or  varies for  
m y  reason, a noticeable affect on system voltage regulation will be 
apparent. This phenomenon will receive further attention later in the 
report. The power loss in the shunt field regulator i s  41 watts for a 
vehicle load of 10 1cW. 

The ser ies  field of the alternator i s  excited in proportion to line 
current. The ser ies  field controller basically consists of current 
transformers and a bridge rectifier. The losses in the unit a t  10 kW 
vehicle load i s  estimated at 10 watts. The series field controller in 
addition to the shunt field regulator comprise the voltage regulator a s  
applied to this electrical control package (ECP). 

System Performance 

The test  data included herein present those system characteris- 
tics of immediate concern to the potential user  of space power gen- 
erating systems. 

The test data will be presented in two parts. First, the steady- 
state characteristics of the electrical system a r e  presented a s  a func- 
tion of vehicle load. The system parameters being presented here 
involve the load effects on line frequency and voltage and include 
photographs of the voltage waveshape. The system loading effects 
presented here a r e  those generated for vehicle loads having 0.85 P F  
lagging. Part 2 will present the dynamic cllaracteristics of the elec- 
trical system a s  a function of step vehicle load changes. These char- 
acteristics include the load effects on the voltage and frequency as  
well a s  the respective recovery times. 

Steady-State Characteristics 

The control of alternator frequency (speed) a s  provlded by the 
speed controller 1s illustrated in Fig. 5. Tests mere conducted over 
a 0 to 10 kUIe range of vehcle  loads. The vehicle load power factor 
was 0.85 lagglng. As indicated, a 25 hertz control range was obtain- 
ed over the load range. The 25 hertz control range represents a sys- 
tem speed regulation of approximately 2 percent (2.07). The speed 
characteristic ideally should be linear with vehicle load. The devia- 
tion a s  evldent In Fig. 5 i s  a function of the speed control design phi- 
losophy and the alignment therein. The nonlinearity of the speed con- 
trol channels i s  the primary cause for the deviation. The vehicle 
load voltages are plotted as  a function of vehicle load In Fig. 6. The 
phase voltages ranged from 122.4 volts RMS to 118.0 volts RMS over 
the load range. This amounts to a voltage change of a l .  8 percent a s  
compared to the system regulation design goal of il percent. This 
variation in phase voltage i s  a function of the alternator phase bal- 
ance, the speed control parasitic-power phase balance, and the llne 
voltage distortion. The latter Item i s  the most significant cause of 
line voltage variation. The distortion of line voltage changes the re- 
lation betrveen the RMS value and the peak value. As such the peak- 
sensing voltage-regulator does not regulate to a constant value of 
RMS iine voltage, which i s  the parameter, plotted in the figure. Sev- 
eral  modifications to the system have been considered to remedy this 
effect. 

This relation between the peak voltage and the RMS value, which 
i s  defined a s  crest  factor, is plotted in Fig. 7 a s  a function of vehicle 
load. The crest  factor varied from 1.47 to 1. 24 over the load range 
in this system. The c res t  factor was determined from the phase A 
alternator voltage which i s  plotted in  Fig. 7(b). Nominally the crest  
factor has a value of &. 

The RMS line voltage varied inversely a s  the crest  factor. This 
relation between crest  factor and RMS line voltage would tend to mini- 
mize the peak voltage variation at  the input to the voltage regulator. 

Photographs of the line voltage illustrating the distortion present 
a re  shown in Fig. 8. The voltage wave shape at  10 kWe vehicle load 
had the minimum distortion of any load point. The voltage wave- 
shapes at  1, 5, and 7 kMJe vehicle load represent the maximum dis- 
tortion load points which occurred in the system. 

The effect of a change in cold plate temperature on the frequency 

and voltage of the system i s  shown in table 11. The load on the sys- 
tem was maintained at  10 IWe, 0. 85 PF. A 33' centigrade increase 
in the cold plate temperature increased the operating frequency by 
3. 6 hertz, from 1200. 2 to 1203. 8 hertz. This represents a 0. 3 per- 
cent change in the system frequency. The line voltage tiecreased by 
0. 3 volts from 120. 1 to 119. 8 volts. This represents a 0. 25 pel-cent 
change in the system voltage. 

Dynamic Characteristics 

The response of voltage and frequency to a step application of 
full vehicle load (10 kWe, 0. 85 P F  lagging) i s  illustrated in Fig. 9(a) 
and (b) respectively. The figure indicates that the frequency i s  over- 
damped and the frequency (speed) recovery time i s  approximately 
0. 19 seconds. The frequency recovery time i s  defined a s  the time 
for the frequency to enter and remain within i 2  hertz of its final 
value. The voltage recovery time i s  defined a s  the time for the volt- 
age to return to and remain within the 12016 volt band. The voltage 
recovery time for this load application i s  0.055 seconds. The voltage 
transient i s  effectively over in 0.07 seconds. The remaining varia- 
tions in voltage a r e  a function of the interaction betrveen speed con- 
trol and the voltage regulator. These voltage fluctuations continued 
fo r  the duration of the speed transient. The magnitude of the initial 
voltage transient mas approximately 20 volts. This represents an 
initial undershoot in line voltage to 82 percent of rated. 

The response of voltage and frequency to a step removal of full 
vehicle load i s  illustrated in Figs. 10(a) and (b), respectively. The 
figure indicates that the frequency i s  underdanlped and the frequency 
(speed) recovery time i s  approximately 0.16 seconds. The voltage 
recovery time i s  about 0. 074 seconds. The change in voltage and 
frequency times a re  a function of the respective control devices. The 
voltage regulator utilizes field forcing only during the application of 
vehicle loads. The speed controller utilizes parasitic power forcing 
only during the removal of vehicle loads (Ref. 5). The voltage tran- 
sient i s  effectively over in 0. 18 seconds and again the remaining 
variations a re  a function of the interaction between speed control and 
the voltage regulator. The magnitude of the initial voltage transient 
was approximately 27 volts. This represents an initial overshoot in  
line voltage to 123 percent of rated. The frequency overshoot was 
2 hertz o r  0. 16 percent of the final value. 

The peak value of the line voltage a s  obtained in the system for  a 
range of step changes in vehlcle load a r e  shown in Fig. l l (a) .  The 
corresponding recovery tlmes a r e  shown in Fig. ll(b). The largest 
effect on line voltage occurred for a step change of 10 ItW, 0. 85 P F  
lagging vehicle load. The magnitude of the voltage, a s  previously 
stated, was 83  percent for load apphcation and 123 percent for load 
removal. This compares ~vl th the system goal of 136 percent of rated 
maximum. The smallest effect on voltage occurred for  a 1 kW, 
0.85 P F  vehicle load change. The voltage magnitude a t  this load went 
to 97. 7 percent of rated for  load application and 102.6 percent for  
load removal. The change In the magnitude of the voltage between 
these two load points was approximately linear. The voltage re- 
covery times for  vehicle load changes of 1, 2, and 3 kW at  0.85 P F  
a r e  zero by definition, since the voltage excursions did not exceed 
the deslgn goal of 120 volts i 6  volts. The voltage recovery times for  
a 9 kW and 10 kW step application in vehicle load a r e  noticeably high- 
e r  than the remaimng recovery times. This occurred because the 
voltage system i s  underdamped, and a s  such, the voltage undershoot 
exceeded the 6 volt design goal. The maximum voltage recovery time 
a s  stated in the system design goals 1s 0. 25 seconds. The recovery 
times recorded In these tests  a r e  well within the systeln goals. 

The magnitude of the frequency (speed) for a range of step 
changes in vehicle load a r e  shorn in Fig. 12(a). The corresponding 
recovery times a r e  shown in Fig. 12(b). The peak frequencies ob- 
tained includes the effect of the steady-state control characteristic, 
a s  does all transient test data. With a step application of 7 hW, 
0.85 PF  vehicle load, the system frequency dropped to 100.8 percent 
of rated a s  indicated in Fig. 12(a), and subsequently returned to 101 
percent of rated a t  steady-state a s  shown in Fig. 5. The highest 
transient frequency of 102. 25 percent occurred for a 9 1cW vehicle 
load change. The lowest transient frequency coincided with the 
steady-state frequency at  10 1iW vehicle load which states an under- 
shoot did not exist for this load application, o r  the frequency loop was 
overdamped at  this load point. The frequency recovery times, a s  
shown in Fig. 12(b), range from zero to 0. 28 seconds for load appli- 



cations ant1 froin zero to 0. 16 seconds for  load 'emoval. The fre- 
quency recovery times for a step application of 7 and 8 k\V, 0. 85 P F  
vehicle load a re  noticeably higher than the remaining times. 
This occurred because the system response at  those loads was ex- 
tremely underdamped, and a s  such, the frequency undershoot exceed- 
ed the 2 hertz design goal. The recovery time for  a vehicle load 
change of 1 kW a t  0. 85 P F  was zero by definition, since the frequency 
excursion did not exceed a2  hertz of the final frequency. 

The maximum frequency recovery time a s  stated in the system 
design goals i s  1.0 seconds. The recovery times recorded in these 
tests  a r e  well within these goals. 

Concluding Remarks 

The results of the test program indicate that the performance of 
the system was quite satisfactory. No instabilities o r  significant de- 
viations from system design goals were encountered. The line volt- 
age variation over the 0 to 10 kW, 0.85 P F  lagging vehicle load range 
was a1. 8 percent, a s  compared to a system regulation goal of a l .  0 
percent. The crest  factor ranged from 1.47 to 1. 24 for this load 
range. This effect i s  the result of component interaction and system 
modifications could be made to minimize this effect. No other devia- 
tions from the system design goals were encountered. Additional re- 
sults a r e  itemized below: 

1. A frequency control range of 25 hertz (2.07 percent of rated) 
was obtained over a 0 to 10 kW, 0. 85 PF  vehicle load range. 

2. The peak line frequency was 102. 25 percent of rated f o r  a 9 kW 
step removal of vel~icle load and 100 percent of rated for  a 10 lsW step 
application of vehicle load. The largest frequency recovery time was 
0. 28 seconds which occurred for a 8 kW step application of vehicle 
load. 

3. A 33O centigrade change in cold plate temperature resulted in 
a 0. 3 percent (3. 6 hertz) increase in  operating frequency and a 0. 25 
percent (0.3 volt) decrease i n  line voltage. 

4. The peak line voltage was 123 percent of rated for a. 10 IW 
step removal of vehicle load and 82 percent of rated for a 10 kW step 
application of vehicle load. The largest voltage recovery time was 
0.074 seconds which occurred for an 8 kW step removal of vehicle 
load. 

TABLE I. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE GOALS 
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Recovery time (AE 5 *5% ER) 1/4 sec 
hlaxiinum transient a136% 

Frequency 
Rated (=FR) 1200 hertz 
Regulation *I% 
Recovery time (AF 5 It2 Hz of F;) 1 sec 
Excursion (MAX) *2% 

a ~ l t e r n a t o r  VR combination only. 

b ~ F  = final frequency. 

TABLE 11. EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON 
OPERATING FREQUENCYANDVOLTAGE 

AT 10 k\Ve, 0. 85 POWER 
VEHICLE LOAD FOR A 

ALTERNATOR LOAD 
10.7 kWe 

Temperature I Operating I Line 
of frequency voltage I cold plate 1 / (3. average) 1 

OC OF HZ V, r m s  
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Figure 1. - Electr ical system. 



Figure 2. 
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(a) Sect ional view. 

(b) Research a l ternator .  

F igure  3. 
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(b) Block diagram of speed cont ro l  (1 channel).  
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(c) Block diagram of shun t  f ield regulator. 

Figure 4. - Electrical cont ro l  package. 
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igure 7. - Inter-relation of crest factor an 
phase A l ine voltage for vehicle loads at 0.85 
power factor wi th 10.7 kW total alternator load. 



Figure 8. - Phase A vehicle load voltage fo r  vehicle loads of 1, 5, 7, and 10 kW at 
0.85 PF. 



(a) Line-to-neutral voltage. 

TIME, SEC 

(b) Alternator l i ne  frequency. 

Figure 9. - Response t o  a step application of 10 kW, 
0.85 power factor (lagging) vehicle load. 
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Figure 10. - Response to a step removal of 10 kW, 
0.85 power factor (lagging) vehicle load. 
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